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A Washington Post editorial champions the idea of small libraries, suggesting
they are key to the industry’s future success. Writer Steve Barker states, “With
print collections and budgets down, more libraries may be the answer—but
smaller ones.”[1] I work at a public library that serves a population of 4,078. It is
one of the smallest of our system’s seventy-seven
members (the smallest serves only 3,382). My staff
knows most of our regular patrons by name, and many
out-of-town visitors tell us they like our library because
of its cozy environment. We are part of a cooperative in
which each library is independent but can take advantage of select shared
services like ILL and digital collections. In a world of large multibranched
regional libraries, however, I have typically viewed our size—and corresponding
tiny budget—as somewhat of a detriment. Barker’s argument is quite compelling
and made me pause to re-evaluate. Read "Are Small Public Libraries the Way of
the Future?"
Collaborative learning puts a group of people in a situation where they learn
something together, no matter their skill level. We at the Chattanooga (TN)
Public Library started co-learning classes on the 4th Floor, our public laboratory

and educational facility with a focus on information, design,
technology, and the applied arts. as a less intimidating
approach to learning new skills. Our co-learning classes have
consisted of three strategically different workshops: HTML
and CSS, 3D Design, and Arduino. These workshops
highlight not only what we have to offer on the 4th Floor but

also the twenty-first-century skills that will make an impact on people’s careers
and personal interests. Read more in "Collaborative Learning in Libraries."
A recent ACRLog blog post by Madison Sullivan brings up the debate of whether
professionalism is an outdated ideal in today’s libraries. Sullivan argues that it is
and that it prevents librarians from expressing their ideas and individuality. “I
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question what it is to be a professional every single day,” Sullivan writes. She
goes on to say, “It makes me nauseous because what if who I
am, and who I’d like to be in the workplace, doesn’t align
with other people’s definition of what a professional is?”
Read "Professionalism in the 21st Century Library."
In March, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) threw out
a nonaggression covenant that would safeguard people from

some of the legal risk associated with building DRM
(digital rights management) into the open web. This
means that the charter for the HTML Media Extensions
Working Group—which oversees the Encrypted Media
Extensions specification—has been extended through

September 2016. Read "DRM Still Coming to HTML."
Until recently the term “pirate library” was fairly unknown. As the popularity of
these websites has grown, however, primarily among academic researchers, and a
major publisher has taken legal action, pirate libraries are a growing force in the
information ecosystem. The pirate libraries I’m exploring are not libraries with
collections about pirates. Instead, pirate libraries are
offer a collection of content provided freely to users
regardless of, and usually in violation of, copyright
restrictions. Read "The Pirate Library Controversy."

Ask Us Anything

If you have questions about PLOnline, Public Libraries, PLA or anything else, send
them in. Just hit reply and send your question on its way! We'll get back to you as soon
as possible. Thanks for reading!
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